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All Candidates' performance across questions

Question Title N Mean S D Max Mark F F Attempt %
1 9842 7.5 1.9 10 75 100
2 9838 4.2 1.4 6 70.6 100
3 9837 6 1.8 9 66.6 99.9
4 9842 6.1 2.4 11 55 100
5 9831 3.6 2.3 9 39.4 99.9
6 9842 7.3 2.5 15 48.7 100
7 9816 6.3 2.5 10 63 99.7
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Sticky Note
Usually the question number

Sticky Note
The number of candidates attempting that question

Sticky Note
The mean score is calculated by adding up the individual candidate scores and dividing by the total number of candidates. If all candidates perform well on a particular item, the mean score will be close to the maximum mark. Conversely, if candidates as a whole perform poorly on the item there will be a large difference between the mean score and the maximum mark. A simple comparison of the mean marks will identify those items that contribute significantly to the overall performance of the candidates.However, because the maximum mark may not be the same for each item, a comparison of the means provides only a partial indication of candidate performance. Equal means does not necessarily imply equal performance. For questions with different maximum marks, the facility factor should be used to compare performance.

Sticky Note
The standard deviation measures the spread of the data about the mean score. The larger the standard deviation is, the more dispersed (or less consistent) the candidate performances are for that item. An increase in the standard deviation points to increased diversity amongst candidates, or to a more discriminating paper, as the marks are more dispersed about the centre. By contrast a decrease in the standard deviation would suggest more homogeneity amongst the candidates, or a less discriminating paper, as candidate marks are more clustered about the centre.

Sticky Note
This is the maximum mark for a particular question

Sticky Note
The facility factor for an item expresses the mean mark as a percentage of the maximum mark (Max. Mark) and is a measure of the accessibility of the item. If the mean mark obtained by candidates is close to the maximum mark, the facility factor will be close to 100 per cent and the item would be considered to be very accessible. If on the other hand the mean mark is low when compared with the maximum score, the facility factor will be small and the item considered less accessible to candidates.

Sticky Note
For each item the table shows the number (N) and percentage of candidates who attempted the question. When comparing items on this measure it is important to consider the order in which the items appear on the paper. If the total time available for a paper is limited, there is the possibility of some candidates running out of time. This may result in those items towards the end of the paper having a deflated figure on this measure. If the time allocated to the paper is not considered to be a significant factor, a low percentage may indicate issues of accessibility. Where candidates have a choice of question the statistics evidence candidate preferences, but will also be influenced by the teaching policy within centres.
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6a: 0



Sticky Note

0 marks - reference to activation energy is not relevant in defining a biological catalyst; it is a description of how an enzyme functions. No reference to a protein or production by cells, or that it speeds up the rate of reaction.







6bi: 0


6bii: 1


6biii: 0


6biv: 1



Sticky Note

0 mark - reference to optimal temperature of these enzymes is incorrect.



Sticky Note

0 marks - reference to temperature is irrelevant in answering this question.



Sticky Note

1 mark - None of the enzymes working at 60 degrees is acceptable. Unfortunately although the candidate has correctly identified the increase in kinetic energy they have omitted to state the type of bond that is broken. Not stated active site changes change and the subsequent prevention of enzyme substrate complexes.



Sticky Note

1 mark.











6ci: 0


6cii: 0



Sticky Note

0 marks - candidate correctly identifies the similarity between the substrate and inhibitor but unfortunately does not state what it is.



Sticky Note

0 marks.



Sticky Note

Question total - 2.












3a: 4


3b: 2



Sticky Note

4 marks - all credit worthy responses.



Sticky Note

2 marks - candidate has made reference to the correct transport mechanism and the need for energy.











3c: 3



Sticky Note

3 marks - marks awarded for fluid mosaic model. movement of proteins and a mixing pf proteins after they have had time to move.



Sticky Note

Question total - 9.












 


Question Marking details Marks 
Available 


     
5 (a)  The {potential / tendency / ability / capacity} for water to move 


out of* a {solution / system / cell}/ pressure exerted by water 


molecules in a {system / cell}; *Accept 'in to' 


by osmosis / correct definition of osmosis; 


2 


     


 (b)  
 


Any 4 from 


1. 6 cells turgid, 6 cells plasmolysed / {50%/half} of 


viewed cells were plasmolysed; 


2. reference to incipient plasmolysis; 


3. Pressure potential of tissue = zero; 


4. No net movement of water; 


5. solute potential = {water potential / -1120kPa}; 


Accept symbols 


6. {so molarity of solution / 0.4M} = molarity of tissue; 


Max 4 


     


 (c)  Any 3 from 


1. As water passes into cell (by osmosis); 


2. As {protoplast / cell contents / cytoplasm / vacuole} 


{expand / swell};  


3. (cellulose) cell wall {is inelastic / won't stretch / won't 


expand}; rigid = neutral 


4. (cell wall)pushes against (expanding) {protoplast / 


cytoplasm / cell contents};NOT cell wall pushes against 


{vacuole / cell membrane} 


5. generating pressure potential (by resistance of cell 


wall); 


Max 3 


     


   Question 5  total [9] 
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6a: 1



Sticky Note

1 mark - rate of metabolic reactions is correct but production by living organisms is too general.







6bi: 1


6bii: 1


6biii: 1


6biv: 4



Sticky Note

1 mark - recognition that all 3 enzymes being fairly active is sufficient for this mark. Reference in this example to the temperature being close to the optimum temperature was ignored.



Sticky Note

1 mark - correct response.



Sticky Note

1 mark - mark awarded for only one enzyme being able to break down one substrate, as candidate has referenced active site earlier in their response. Omission of enzyme specificity and each substrate being of a different shape prevented further awarding of marks.



Sticky Note

4 marks - an excellent response that gains full credit. Candidate has correct theory and related to the data in this question noting that all three enzymes would be denatured before correctly explaining the consequences of denaturation; hydrogen bonds breaking (1), active site changing shape (1) and the eventual prevention of enzyme substrate complexes (1).











6ci: 4


6cii: 1



Sticky Note

4 marks - good practice is demonstrated in this response as the candidate uses the information in the question, rather than just a generic theoretical response. Structural similarity between the inhibitor, isoleucine, and the substrate, threonine secured the first mark point. Correct identification that fewer enzyme substrate complexes formed, reducing the rate and an understanding that this can be reversed by addition of more substrate secured full marks.



Sticky Note

1 mark - correct answer.



Sticky Note

Question total - 13.












5a: 1



Sticky Note

1 mark - secured mark for tendency of water to leave but osmosis not stated.







5b: 4


5c: 2



Sticky Note

4 marks - a good response from a candidate who had learned data interpretation of water potential well. Correct use of the diagram to identify that 50% of the cells were plasmolysed which meant the tissue had reached incipient plasmolysis. Candidate understood that at this point water and solute potential are equal and that there was no net movement of water into or out of the cell.



Sticky Note

2 marks - water moves into the cell (1) causing the cytoplasm to increase in size (1). Consequence of this is not stated and the candidate misses out on marks for the inelasticity of the cell wall opposing the force of the expanding cell contents to cause the pressure potential.



Sticky Note

Question total - 7.

































3a: 4


3b: 0



Sticky Note

4 marks - all responses gained credit.



Sticky Note

0 marks - incorrect reference to facilitated diffusion. No reference to ATP or use of energy. 











3c: 0



Sticky Note

0 marks - candidate has not appreciated the fluid mosaic model to explain this question. Function of membrane protein is irrelevant here.



Sticky Note

Question total - 4.












Question Marking details Marks 
Available 


     


3 (a)  A {polar / hydrophilic / phosphate} {head / group}; NOT 


layer 


 Glycerol = neutral 


B extrinsic protein; 


C {non-polar / hydrophobic} tails / fatty acids ; NOT lipid 


 tail 


D transmembrane protein / carrier protein / channel 


protein / intrinsic protein; 


4 


     


 (b)  active transport / reference to {carrier protein / protein pump} 


changing shape; 


NOT channel protein 


NOT reference to more than one type of transport 


using ATP / energy; 


2 


     


 (c)  1. ref to fluid mosaic (model); 


2. proteins free to move (within membrane / bilayer); 


NOT in the cell 


3. {after fusion / 1 hour} there is a new arrangement of 


proteins / OWTTE; 


 


3 


     
   Question 3 total [9] 
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Examiner
only


5. (a) Define the term water potential. [2]


 


 


 


 


 


  A student prepared a microscope slide containing a piece of red onion epidermis which 
had been soaked in a 0.4 M sucrose solution for 30 minutes. The slide was viewed under 
high-power and the following drawing was made.
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Turgid cell


Plasmolysed
cell


Table to convert molarity to solute potential (kPa).


Molarity of sucrose solution (M) Solute potential kPa


0.05 –130


0.10 –260


0.15 –410


0.20 –540


0.25 –680


0.30 –860


0.35 –970


0.40 –1120


0.45 –1280


0.50 –1450


0.55 –1620


0.60 –1800
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Examiner
only


 (b) The student concluded that the water potential of the epidermal tissue was –1120 kPa. 
Using all the information provided, explain why. [4]


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 (c) Explain the role of the cell wall in maintaining turgidity. [3]
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5a: 0



Sticky Note

0 marks - incorrect reference to presence of water within a solution, not its tendency to move out of a system/cell. No reference to osmosis.







5b: 4


5c: 0



Sticky Note

4 marks - this is a well communicated answer, where the candidate has explained practical observations. Marks are awarded for incipient plasmolysis (1) because 50% of cells in the tissue are shown as plasmolysed (1). The candidate states that this means the pressure potential is zero (1) and has used the relationship formula to show that this means the solute potential equals the water potential.



Sticky Note

0 marks - candidate has not recognised that the strength and rigidity of the cell wall means that it is inflexible. There is no reference to the movement of water in to the cells or the consequence of this on a named cell component such as the vacuole. Turgidity gains no credit as it is in the stem of the question. The candidate has also failed to reference the formation of pressure due the cell components swelling and pushing against the cell wall, and subsequent creation of pressure potential by the cell wall as the opposing force due to its inflexibility.



Sticky Note

Question total - 4.























































3a: 4


3b: 1



Sticky Note

1 mark - candidate secures first mark for correct reference to carrier protein changing shape as a description of transport mechanism, but no reference to the use of ATP/energy.



Sticky Note

4 marks - correct answers.











3c: 0



Sticky Note

0 marks - the candidate has failed to recognise that he properties of the fluid Mosaic model can explain the movement of proteins. Here the candidate has suggested the dye is moving into the cell by facilitated diffusion.



Sticky Note

Question total - 5.












6a: 1



Sticky Note

1 mark - no credit or reduction of the activation energy; this is an explanation of how an enzyme works not a definition. Mark awarded for identifying that enzymes are proteins.







6bi: 1


6bii: 1


6biii: 1


6biv: 4



Sticky Note

1 mark - mark for all 3 enzymes having a relatively high activity.



Sticky Note

1 mark - candidate identifies enzyme specificity but failure to explain the lock and key theory limits marks. 



Sticky Note

4 marks - reference to all three enzymes in this experiment having zero au activity past 50 degrees. A further 3 marks were credited for correct theory: hydrogen bonds breaking, to change active site shape preventing enzyme substrate complexes. Good use of key terminology.



Sticky Note

1 mark - correct answer.











6ci: 2
6cii: 1



Sticky Note

2 marks - a good use of key terminology but the candidate has misunderstood concept of competitive inhibition. Credit awarded for shape similarity of inhibitor and substrate, correctly identifying named molecules from example and recognition that inhibitor reduces the rate of reaction. However, prevention of, rather than reduction of, enzyme-substrate complexes forming negates this mark. 



Sticky Note

1 mark.



Sticky Note

Question total - 11.
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Examiner
only


6. A new biological washing powder has been developed containing three protease enzymes (A, B 
and C), each removing different protein based stains. The manufacturer claims their revolutionary 
new washing powder works “best at 35°C, but offers superior removal of tough protein stains at 
higher temperatures”.


 (a) Enzymes are biological catalysts. Describe what is meant by the term biological 
catalyst. [2]
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Graph showing protease activity


Activity of enzyme
/ arbitrary units


Temperature of water / °C


Enzyme C


Enzyme B


Enzyme A


 Table showing type of food stain removed


Protease
enzyme


Food stain removed


Blood Meat Egg


A Yes No No


B No Yes No


C No No Yes
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Examiner
only


 (b) Using the graph and table, together with your knowledge of enzymes, answer the following 
questions.


 (i) Explain why the washing powder works best at 35°C. [1]


 


 


 


 (ii) Which stain would not be removed when washing at 40°C? [1]


  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .


 (iii) Suggest why three different enzymes are needed to remove blood, meat and egg 
stains. [2]


 


 


 


 


 


 (iv) Explain fully why washing at 60°C would not be recommended for removing protein 
stains when using this washing powder. [4]
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 (c) Many metabolic pathways are switched off by their end products which act as competitive 
inhibitors of the first enzyme in the pathway. In the example below, the end product 
isoleucine inhibits threonine deaminase.
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CH3


HCOH


HCNH2


    COOH


Intermediate A


Intermediate B


Intermediate C


CH3


CH2


HCCH3


HCNH2


    COOH


inhibition


enzyme 4


enzyme 3


enzyme 2


enzyme 1
(threonine deaminase)


Isoleucine
(end product)


Threonine
(initial substrate)
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only


 (i) Explain how isoleucine works as a competitive inhibitor. [4]


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 (ii) Suggest a reason why this might be useful to the cell. [1]
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Question Marking details Marks 
Available 


     


6 (a)  Produced by cells / is a protein; 


speed up (the rate of a) reaction (without being used or 


changed themselves) ; 


NOT activation energy 


2 


     


 (b) (i) all (three) enzymes {have high activity / are working well}; 1 


  (ii) blood; 1 


  (iii) 1. enzymes are specific; 


2. each {stain / protein} has a different shape / 


different shaped substrates; NOT structure alone 


3. would not fit one active site / three different active sites 


are needed; 


 


Max 2 


  (iv) 1.  (at this temperature) all (three) enzymes {non-


functional / denatured / no activity}; 


2. due to breaking of hydrogen bonds; 


Allow H bonds 


REJECT listing of all bonds 


3. active site deforms; 


4. {prevents / no} { enzyme-substrate complexes forming / 


successful collisions};  


REJECT: less enzyme-substrate complexes 


4 
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Question Marking details Marks 
Available 


     


 (c) (i) Any 4 from 


1. (Isoleucine) has a similar {shape / structure} to 


threonine / complementary to the active site of {enzyme 


1 / threonine deaminase}; NOT same shape 


2. Less enzyme substrate complexes formed/ more 


enzyme inhibitor complexes formed / fewer successful 


collisions;  


NOT no enzyme substrate complexes 


3. Less threonine is converted / reaction decreases;  


NOT no threonine (ecf) 


4. So (concentration) of {isoleucine/product} decreases / 


less product; 


5. {increasing concentration of threonine / more threonine 


added} reduces effect of {inhibitor / isoleucine}; 


Max 4 


     


  (ii) prevents {build up /overproduction} of {end product / isoleucine 


/ harmful concentrations} / (pathway) stops when {sufficient / 


enough} product is made / regulating the production of 


{isoleucine / product} / stops isoleucine reaching toxic levels; 


1 


     


   Question 6 total [15] 
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Examiner
only


3. The diagram below shows part of the plasma membrane from an animal cell.


 (a) Complete the table below to identify the structures A-D shown in the diagram. [4]


 (b) Describe how structure D would transport a molecule against a concentration gradient.
   [2]
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A


B


C


D


Structure Name


A


B


C


D
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 (c) In an experiment to determine the structure of the plasma membrane, scientists labelled 
the membrane proteins from two different cells using coloured dyes. One cell had its 
membrane proteins labelled with a red dye, whilst a second had its membrane proteins 
labelled with a green dye. The two cells were then fused to become a hybrid cell. This 
cell was viewed immediately after fusion and again after one hour. The results are shown 
below.


© WJEC CBAC Ltd.


Before
fusion


KEY


Cell 1 Cell 2


Hybrid
cell


Hybrid
cell


Immediately
after
fusion


One hour
after
fusion


Membrane 
proteins 
labelled with 
red dye


Membrane
proteins 
labelled with 
green dye
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Examiner
only


  Use your knowledge of the structure and properties of plasma membranes to explain the 
results seen one hour after fusion. [3]
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5a: 0



adamsl

Sticky Note

0 marks - definition not learned.







5b: 1


5c: 0



adamsl

Sticky Note

1 mark - only reference to solute potential equaling water potential noted. Candidate has made no reference to pressure potential or used the observable features as suggested in the question to support their response; not referenced number of cells plasmolysed or identified that tissue would be incipient plasmolysis.  



adamsl

Sticky Note

0 marks - response does not include any correct properties to function of cell wall or responses of cell components when water moves into cell.



Sticky Note

Question total - 1.











